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atomic polynomial expression, 8
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clamped δ̃F -path, 29
clamped path, see clamped δF -path,
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δ(P ), see detour
δP (X, Y ), see detour
δP (x, y), see detour
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dP (x, y), see κ-straightness
ddiscr , see discrete metric
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δ̃F (P, Q), see weak Fréchet distance
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Fδ (P, Q), see free space
Fréchet distance, 23
free space, 28
free space diagram, see free space
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inverse Ackermann function, 46
K1 , see closed curve
κ-straight curve, see κ-straightness
κ-straightness, 43
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one-sided Hausdorff distance, 7
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reference points, 38
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semialgebraic set, 8
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δ
Tcrit
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Tarski sentence, 18
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